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Resource-rich languages
support resource-poor languages!

Cross-Lingual NLP and
Massively Parallel Corpora
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Cross-Lingual Dependency Parsing
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(Using universal PoS tags and universal dependencies)
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Research Questions
Less related languages
• Is it possible at all and does it make sense?
• Incorporate prior knowledge about language properties?
• Blending different information sources?
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Massively parallel corpora
• Get the best out of many languages (but how?)
• Multilingual representation learning and model transfer?
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Test with truly under-resource languages
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Example 2: Low-Resource SMT

MT for Closely Related Languages
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Translating Catalan via Spanish

Catalan - English

BLEU

baseline

27,86

Spanish - English

33,37

(Catalan -word- Spanish) - English

38,65

(Catalan -char- Spanish) - English

40,73

English - Catalan

BLEU

baseline

26,70

English - Spanish

34,03

(English - Spanish) -word- Catalan

39,59

(English - Spanish) -char- Catalan

46,82

Catalan - Spanish

Danish - Norwegian

Oko, comprova l'equip.
Oko, comprueba el equipo.

Du ser forfærdelig ud.
- Du ser forferdelig ut.

No hi ha constellació en la distància Visual.
No hay constelación en la distancia Visual.

Du kunne i det mindste have barberet dig.
Du kunne i det minste ha barbert deg.

Cap explosió estelar.
Ninguna explosión estelar.

Icelandic - Swedish

Bosnian - Macedonian

Barnið er dáið.
Barnet är dött.

Kako znate da se radi o jednoj životinji?
Како знете дека се работи за животно?

Hann andaði aðeins í smástund.
Han andades bara en kort stund.

Ni ja ne verujem u zmajeve...
И јас не верувам во змејови . . .

Svo andaði hann ekki meira.
Han andades aldrig igen.

Example Translations: Catalan - English
Reference:
Baseline:
Word-based pivot:
Char-based pivot:

And when that happens, you have to try to say no.
And when that succeeixi you mean, you don't.
And when I say no, you must try succeeixi.
And when that happens, you try to say no.

Reference:
Baseline:
Word-based pivot:
Char-based pivot:

What piece of women's attire most stokes a man's desire?
What peça clothes of wife to a man embogir?
What piece of cloth from a woman makes a man crazy?
What a piece of cloth from a woman makes a man crazy?

Reference:
Baseline:
Word-based pivot:
Char-based pivot:

I have to grade these papers.
Tincque qualificar these exàmens.
Tincque qualificar these tests.
I have to grade these papers.

Reference:
Baseline:
Word-based pivot:
Char-based pivot:

She just went through a breakup.
Just come in for a ruptura
He just went through a breakup.
He just went through a breakup.

Tiedemann

Research Questions

Massively parallel corpora
• Get the best out of many languages (but how?)
• Multilingual representation learning and MT?
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Xiao and Guo (2014) and using the findings from objective 1. Additionally, we will work on the integration
of prior knowledge in our cross-lingual models. Täckström et al. (2013) demonstrated that using typological
parameters describing e.g. word order can improve model transfer for dependency parsing, and Östling (2015)
showed that many of these parameters can be reliably estimated from parallel corpora. Thus, it should be
possible to complement prior knowledge of typological features and language relationships with data-driven
methods for typological parameter estimation to further improve annotation transfer. The typological parameter
parallel corpora in
estimation proposed by Östling (2015) will be extended to other types of typological features, in order to support
language-adapted transfer models for morphological and syntactic analysis.
linguistics & typology
Tiedemann
Cross-Linguistic and Multilingual NLP
1
We will use existing tools for training parser
models1 and data provided by the universal dependencies
project2 to test and evaluate our ideas. For the latter we intend to collaborate closely with the developers of that
resource. We will annotate additional data for evaluation purposes that cover the selected low resource languages
according to the principles of universal dependencies, which is another relevant outcome of our research. We
Multilingual Models for Compositional Distributed Semantics
aim for at least 1,000 sentences per language.

This is our Project Kick-Off

Less related languages
• Is it possible at all and does it make sense?
• Incorporate prior knowledge about language properties?
• Blending different information sources?

Cross-Linguistic and Multilingual NLP

Cross-Linguistic and Multilingual Natural Language Processing
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One reviewer pointed us to the controversial claim of
Emonds (2011), that modern English in fact is a North Germanic language, albeit with strong influence from the extinct
West Germanic language of Old English.

1

Mate-Tools: http://code.google.com/p/mate-tools/, MaltParser: http://www.maltparser.org
http://universaldependencies.github.io/docs/
3
http://www.statmt.org/moses/
2

Suggestions?

day. Such word embeddings are naturally richer
representations than those of symbolic or discrete
models, and have been shown to be able to capture
both syntactic and semantic information. Successful applications of such models include language
modelling (Bengio et al., 2003), paraphrase detection (Erk and Padó, 2008), and dialogue analysis
(Kalchbrenner and Blunsom, 2013).
Within a monolingual context, the distributional
hypothesis (Firth, 1957) forms the basis of most
approaches for learning word representations. In

captures differences in meanings which is directly useful for translation
sification on the Reuters RCV1/RCV2 corpora
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et al., translation.
2012). Second,
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results
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and machine
learning.
Dependency parsing is a very
over a wide
of languages.
functions
are range
marked
as relations between individual tokens in a gi
parsers use transition-based (Nivre et al., 2007) or graph-based models
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and58–68,
annotation principles, achieve ove
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learning framework (Buchholz and Marsi, 2006). Unsupervised appro
is difficult to evaluate and their accuracy usually falls far behind supe
Recently, cross-lingual parsing gained a lot of interest. The de
the use of data-driven techniques, and transfer models have been in
languages. Initial experiments of annotation projection for dependenc
due to differences in annotation principles (Hwa et al., 2005). Re
harmonized data sets expose the full potentials of projection techni
of projected dependency structures is shown in Figure 4. Alternati
universals have been proposed that do not require parallel data (McD

